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Abstract
P4-extendible graphs have been introduced by Jamison and Olariu as one of several tractable
generalizations of P4-free graphs (cographs). A P4 is a path of length three. A graph G is
P4-extendible, if every vertex set W of G inducing a P4 has a proper extension, i.e., there is at
most one vertex x 62 W which belongs to an induced P4 that shares vertices with W . In this paper
we rst examine P4-extendible comparability graphs and exhibit the class of N -extendible posets,
a true superset of N -sparse posets. In particular, every poset of size at most ve is N -extendible.
Second, we solve the single machine scheduling problem of minimizing total weighted completion
time for N -extendible posets in O(n log n) time, thereby improving an O(n2) result of Schulz for
N -sparse posets. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
P4-reducible, P4-sparse and P4-extendible graphs have been introduced by Jamison
and Olariu [5{7] as tractable generalizations of P4-free graphs (cographs). A P4 is a
path of length three. A graph G is P4-free, if it does not contain any induced P4.
A graph G is P4-reducible, if no vertex of G belongs to more than one induced P4. In
P4-sparse graphs, any ve vertices induce at most one P4. A graph G is P4-extendible,
if every vertex set W of G inducing a P4 has a proper extension, i.e., there is at most
one vertex x 62 W which belongs to an induced P4 that shares vertices with W . The
study of graphs which contain only a locally restricted number of P4’s has increased
continuously, a recent survey is given by Babel and Olariu [2]. All these graph classes
can be recognized eciently, and a variety of dicult graph problems can be solved
there in polynomial time. Their relative relationship is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Containment of P4-structures.
Fig. 2. A path of length three (P4).
When seen from an order theoretic point of view, an induced P4 in a comparability
graph corresponds precisely to an N in the underlying partially ordered set (poset).
An N is a four-element subset a; b; c; d with a<b; b>c; c<d and no further compa-
rabilities. Hence, P4-free graphs (which are always comparability graphs) just describe
series{parallel posets. P4-sparse comparability graphs are in fact P4-reducible and cor-
respond to N -sparse posets, introduced and investigated by von Arnim et al. [1].
The goal of this paper is twofold. First we examine P4-extendible comparability
graphs and exhibit the class of N -extendible posets, a true superset of N -sparse posets.
In particular, every poset of cardinality at most ve is N -extendible. For the second
part of this paper we have chosen the classical single machine scheduling problem of
minimizing total weighted completion time 1jprecjPweCe as an exemplary NP-hard
optimization problem with precedence constraints. There are n = jPj elements in a
partial order. Every element (job) e is given a processing time pe and a weight we.
The goal is to nd a linear extension (schedule) minimizing
P
weCe, where Ce de-
notes the completion time of job e. This problem is NP-complete, if the precedence
relations could be arbitrary, see Lawler [8]. For series{parallel posets, Lawler showed
that the problem can be solved in O(n log n) time. By extending Lawler’s algorithm to
N -extendible posets we develop an O(n log n) running time algorithm for N -extendible
posets, thereby improving an O(n2) result of Schulz [11] for N -sparse posets.
2. N -extendible posets
A P4 in a graph G = (V; E) is a path of length three, see Fig. 2. Here a and d are
the endpoints and b and c are the midpoints.
Let W V be a set of vertices inducing a P4 in G. Dene S(W ) as the set of vertices
in VnW , which, together with some vertices in W , induce a P4 in G. W has a proper
extension, if S(W ) contains at most one vertex. In this case, the set W [S(W ) is called
a proper extension set. A graph G=(V; E) is P4-extendible, if every vertex set W V
of G inducing a P4 has a proper extension. A subset S V is called P4-separable, if no
vertex x 2 S is both a midpoint of an induced P4 and an endpoint of another induced
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Fig. 3. Connected proper extension sets.
P4 in the graph induced by S. Fig. 3 contains all connected proper extension sets, of
which P4; F0; F1; F2 and F3 are separable.
Based on P4-separable sets Jamison and Olariu [6] derived an ecient decomposi-
tion procedure for P4-extendible graphs. For our purpose we give a slightly modied
description. Let G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2) be two disjoint graphs. We dene
the disjoint sum G1kG2 = (V1 [ V2; E1 [ E2), and the complete sum G1  G2 = (V1 [
V2; E1 [ E2 [ fxy: x 2 V1; y 2 V2g). If G2 is one of P4; F0; F1; F2; F3, we dene G1 ./
G2 = (V1 [ V2; E1 [ E2 [ fxy: x 2 V1; y midpoint of G2g). Jamison and Olariu’s Theo-
rem now says that a graph G is P4-extendible if and only if G can be composed from
singletons, P4; F0; F1; F2; F3; F4; F5; F6’s using the compositions k; and ./.
The restriction of P4-extendible graphs to comparability graphs is fairly strong and
leads to the following results in order-theoretic language.
Let P = (P;<) be a poset, i.e., < is an irreexive, transitive and antisymmet-
ric relation on P  P. An (induced) N in P is a four-element subset a; b; c; d with
a<b; b>c; c<d and no further comparabilities among them. Again, a and d are the
endpoints and b and c are the midpoints. A poset P is called N -separable, if no mid-
point of an N is also an endpoint of another N in P. Similarly, a poset P is called
N -extendible, if for every N = a<b>c<d in P there exists at most one more
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Fig. 4. Three non-separable posets of size ve.
Fig. 5. Extended spider composition P ./ fA; B; C; Dg.
element which belongs to another N that uses some of the elements a; b; c; d. The
Hasse diagrams of the three non-separable posets of size ve are shown in Fig. 4.
These three posets have been identied as an M , a W and an odd crown of size ve
(OC5) earlier [4].
A chain is a totally ordered set of elements, an antichain is a set of pairwise incompa-
rable elements. Given two disjoint posets P1 and P2, we dene the parallel composition
P1kP2 by x<y :, fx<1 y and x; y 2 P1; or x<2 y and x; y 2 P2g. The series com-
position P1P2 is dened by x<y :, fx<1 y and x; y 2 P1, or x<2 y and x; y 2 P2,
or x 2 P1 and y 2 P2g.
Let P be a poset and A; B; C; D be disjoint chains or antichains of size at most two.
If at least three of A; B; C; D are singletons, we dene the extended spider composition
P ./ fA; B; C; Dg by
x<y :,
8>><
>>:
x<y and x; y 2 P;
x 2 C and y 2 P [ B [ D;
x 2 P [ A and y 2 B;
see Fig. 5. We point out that P may be empty.
The special case of four singletons A; B; C; D describes the (ordinary) spider com-
position, which, together with series and parallel compositions, is sucient for the
construction of N -sparse posets [1].
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Theorem 1. A poset P is N -extendible if and only if it can be composed from sin-
gletons and M’s; W’s and odd crowns of size ve (see Fig. 4) using series; parallel
and extended spider compositions.
Proof. Given an N -extendible poset P, its comparability graph is P4-extendible and
hence admits a decomposition in the sense of Jamison and Olariu. Since this graph is
transitively orientable, all basic structures have to share this property as well as the
./-operation. Among the graphs of Fig. 3 F6 is a cycle of length ve and therefore
no comparability graph. F5 is the comparability graph of both an M and a W . F4
is the comparability graph of an odd crown of size ve. P4; F0; F1; F2 and F3 are
the comparability graphs of posets originating from spider compositions with empty
inner poset P, as can be seen easily. Series and parallel composition of posets are the
oriented counterparts of the disjoint and complete sum of graphs, the extended spider
composition of posets reects the graph operation ./.
On the other hand, given a poset P composed from singletons and M ’s, W ’s and
odd crowns of size ve using series, parallel and extended spider compositions, its
comparability graph is P4-extendible.
By Theorem 1, an N -extendible poset can be described using a decomposition tree
T as follows. The leaves of T are either singletons or M ’s, W ’s and OC5’s. The inner
nodes of T are labeled k; or ./. If an inner node is labeled k or , it has exactly
two children. If an inner node is labeled ./, it has four or ve children, of which at
least three must be singletons and another one must be a chain or an antichain of size
at most two.
Due to a much more general result of Dahlhaus et al. [3], N -extendible posets can
be recognized in time linear in the number of elements.
3. Minimizing total weighted completion time
In the single machine scheduling problem of minimizing total weighted completion
time every element (job) e in a poset P is given a processing time pe and a weight
we. The goal is to nd a schedule minimizing
P
weCe, where Ce denotes the com-
pletion time of job e. The results of Section 1 show in particular that N -extendible
posets are of bounded decomposition width four, because none of the prime posets
(i.e., indecomposable posets w.r.t. substitution decomposition [9]) occurring there has
an antichain of size bigger than four. Therefore, following Sidney and Steiner [13],
the minimization problem can be solved in O(n4+1) time. A closer look at their work
reveals immediately an O(n3) time algorithm. Schulz [11] modied Lawler’s [8] algo-
rithm for series{parallel posets to get a running time of O(n2) for N -sparse posets. In
this section we show how to extend Lawler’s main idea to N -extendible posets without
destroying the running time of O(n log n).
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For a subset S P let (S):=w(S)=p(S) =Pe2S we=
P
e2S pe. An inequality which
will be used subsequently is the easy observation:
(X + Y )>(X ), (Y )>(X ): (1)
Sidney [12] and Lawler [8], extending Smith’ [14] rule for unrelated jobs, showed that
the minimization problem can be solved recursively by choosing a -maximal ideal.
(A subset I P is an ideal of P, if no element of I has predecessors in PnI .) More
precisely, we dene a Sidney-decomposition of P as an ordered partition of P into
disjoint subsets J1; J2; : : : ; Jk such that Ji is a -maximal ideal in Pn(J1[J2[  [Ji−1)
for all i. It follows that (J1)>(J2)>   >(Jk). (If (Ji) would be less than (Ji+1),
Ji [ Ji+1 would be an ideal in Pn(J1 [    [ Ji−1) with -value greater than (Ji) by
inequality (1), which gives a contradiction.) A lter of a poset P is a subset F of P
such that no element of F has successors in PnF .
Proposition 2. J= J1 [ J2 [    [ Jk is a Sidney-decomposition of P if and only if Ji
is a -minimal lter in Pn(Ji+1 [    [ Jk) for all i.
Proof. By induction on k we prove that given a Sidney-decomposition J of P, each Ji
is a -minimal lter in Pn(Ji+1 [    [ Jk) for all i. The reverse direction then follows
by considering the dual poset P (where e<f holds in P if and only if e>f holds
in P) with weights we =−we.
If k = 1, then the -maximal ideal J1 = P is also a -minimal lter in P. If a lter
F ( P would have a -value smaller than (J1), then by inequality (1) I :=PnF would
be an ideal in P with a -value larger then (J1), which gives a contradiction.
Now let k > 1. It is sucient to show that Jk is a -minimal lter in P. If there
are two subsets Ji; Ji+1 of equal -value, then we are done by induction assumption.
Let (J1)>(J2)>   >(Jk) and assume there exists a lter F with a -value
smaller than (Jk). Each intersection F \ Ji is a lter in J1 [    [ Ji. At least one of
these intersections must be nonempty with a -value smaller than (Jk), say Jj \ F .
Using inequality (1) now JjnF would have a -value larger than (Jj), which gives a
contradiction.
Given a Sidney-decomposition of P, an optimal schedule now can be achieved by
determining optimal schedules for each subposet Ji separately and then concatenating
these schedules in the order imposed by the Sidney-decomposition. Let us call the
underlying (unordered) partition of a Sidney-decomposition a Sidney-partition of P.
Lawler’s algorithm for series{parallel posets constructs a Sidney-partition J =
S
i2I Ji
for every subposet arising in the decomposition tree of P, such that every subset Ji
is a list consisting of one or more jobs in an optimal order, and such that Ji’s of
equal -value are parallel to each other. Thus, given such a special Sidney-partition |
henceforth called Lawler-partition | of P, it is sucient to sort the subsets Ji due to
nonincreasing -values to get a feasible and optimal schedule.
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Fig. 6. Lawler’s algorithm for series{parallel posets.
In a parallel composition P1kP2, the two Lawler-partitions of P1 and P2 are joined.
In a series composition P1  P2, a -minimal set of J1 and a -maximal set of J2
will be glued together, if the -value of the -minimal set of J1 is less than or equal
to the -value of the -maximal set of J2. This glueing operation continues until a
Lawler-partition of P1  P2 is achieved. We describe the algorithm in Fig. 6, where
T denotes the decomposition tree of P: P0 and J 0 are local variables used for the
subposet and its corresponding Lawler-partition which belong to the current node of
the decomposition tree. Ordered lists are written in parentheses. S is a local variable
used to glue ordered lists, if necessary. As in Lawler’s implementation the -values
are computed by continuous updates of their nominators and denominators. In order
to avoid tests for emptiness, we assume that in the glueing operation J1 contains a
dummy set with -value +1 and J2 contains a dummy set with -value −1.
Now let P be an N -sparse poset. We extend step (1) of Lawler’s algorithm by the
following:
(1) FOR ALL leaves P0 of the decomposition tree T of P
compute a Lawler-partition J 0 of P0.
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Fig. 7. Ordinary spider composition P ./ fa; b; c; dg.
Fig. 8. Computing a Lawler-partition of P ./ fa; b; c; dg, rst part.
This calculation can be done in constant time for a single poset at a leaf. We extend
step (2) of Lawler’s main algorithm by treatening the (ordinary) spider composition
P ./ fa; b; c; dg as shown in Fig. 7. As we will see later, the results will still be valid
if each of a; b; c; d is replaced by an arbitrary poset of size k, for k xed. In particular,
the results will be valid for N -extendible posets.
The nal schedule of a spider P ./ fa; b; c; dg is either consistent with the poset
a  c  (dk(P  b)) when starting with a or with the poset c  (((akP)  b)kd)
when starting with c, as observed by Schulz. But it is not necessary to evaluate both
possibilities explicitly in order to choose the better one.
The idea of the algorithm goes as follows. Since the spider without the element b
is series{parallel, we rst compute a Lawler-partition of this poset, i.e., ak(c (Pkd)),
see Fig. 8. S is a local variable used for an ordered list as before, ag is a boolean
variable used to recognize whether the element d is free in the Lawler-partition of the
spider without the element b, i.e., J =(d) for some J in J, or not. In the latter case, a
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Fig. 9. Computing a Lawler-partition of P ./ fa; b; c; dg, second part.
pointer is used to access the element d in its ordered list in constant time. The set B
is not built explicitly, instead, nominator and denominator of its -value are computed.
Let J be the Lawler-partition of P constructed so far. To avoid test for emptiness, we
assume that J contains a dummy set with -value −1.
In the second part we add the element b. We proceed as in a series composition
of ak(c  (Pkd)) with b, but keep in mind that the element d can be moved after b.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 9. S and M are local variables used for ordered lists,
the boolean variable ag from above is true if d is not free in the Lawler-partition
of ak(c  (Pkd)), the meaning of B is the same as before. In order to avoid test for
emptiness, we assume that J now contains a dummy set with -value +1.
In a series composition of a poset with a single element, the single element and
-minimal sets of the Lawler-partition of the poset will be unied as long as the com-
bined -value does not increase. Equivalently, by Proposition 2, the single element and
-minimal sets of the Lawler-partition of the poset will be unied until a -minimal l-
ter has been built. In our case if at some time we receive J=(d) as the current ordered
list with minimal -value, then fdg can be a -minimal lter in P ./ fa; b; c; dg. This
is the case if the rst and the second IF-condition are fullled. If we receive J=(AdB)
with nonempty set A[B as the current ordered list with minimal -value and (J ) is not
larger than (S), then fdg may be a -minimal lter in P ./ fa; b; c; dg if (B[S) is not
smaller than (d). This case is taken care of by the innermost IF-condition. fdg will be
the minimal lter in P ./ fa; b; c; dg if the nal set S has a -value larger than (d), oth-
erwise, S[fdg is a -minimal lter. This is the case if the last IF-condition is fullled.
Lemma 3. J as computed above is a Lawler-partition of P ./ fa; b; c; dg.
Proof. Let J = fJ1; : : : ; Jkg be sorted according to nonincreasing -values. We have
to show that each Ji is in an optimal order and is a -maximal ideal of (P ./
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fa; b; c; dg)n(J1 [    [ Ji−1). We proceed by induction on i. Note that b is contained
in Jk or Jk−1.
Suppose the claim has been proved for J1 up to Ji−1. Let Q be (P ./ fa; b; c; dg)n(J1[
   [ Ji−1). We distinguish two cases.
(i) Ji does not contain b. By construction we know that Ji is a -maximal ideal of
Qnb in an optimal order. If we assume that Ji is not a -maximal ideal of Q, then either
Q itself or Qnd is a -maximal ideal, due to the position of b in the spider. Again by
construction we know that (Ji)>(S) or Ji=(d). In the rst case it follows that nei-
ther Q nor Qnd can be a -maximal ideal in Q. In the latter case it follows that i must
be equal to k−1, and Ji has the same -value as Qnd. Both cases are a contradiction.
(ii) Ji contains b. By construction (Ji) is greater or equal than the -value of a
-maximal ideal in Qnb. Due to the position of b in the spider it follows that Ji is a
-maximal ideal in Q. The ordering of the elements in Ji is obviously optimal if Ji
does not contain d, because b must always come last. If Ji contains d, then either b
or d must be in the last position. If in an optimal order b is the last element, then d
retains the same position as in the optimal order of Jinb, i.e., Ji = (AdBb) for some
sets A and B. Moving d after b is required (resp. allowed) if and only if (d) is not
larger than (B[ b), due to Sidney’s \adjacent string interchange lemma" [12], which
is asked for in the innermost IF-condition.
Theorem 4. Let P be an N-sparse poset. The single machine problem of minimizing
total weighted completion time 1jprec=N -sparse jPweCe can be solved in O(n log n)
time; where n= jPj.
Proof. For the running time analysis we adopt Lawler’s arguments. Step (1) needs
linear time. Every parallel, series or spider composition uses the data operations argmin,
argmax, merge and delete on Lawler-partitions, and append and delete on lists. If the
Lawler-partitions are kept as heaps, each single argmin and argmax operation needs
O(log n) time. In every inner node of the decomposition tree we have at most two
arg-operations which are not followed by an appending operation. Because there are at
most 2n nodes in the decomposition tree and n elements at all, there are at most O(n)
arg-operations at all. The -values are not kept explicitly, instead, there are separate
counters for the sum of the weights and the sum of the processing times. Also in step
(2) of the spider composition, all which is created for the set B are two counters for
the sum of the weights and the sum of the processing times of elements in B. Each
single operation on the lists need constant time, if the lists are doubly linked with
pointers to the beginning and the end.
The next corollary implies the same running time for N -extendible posets.
Corollary 5. Let k be x; let Pk be the class of posets arising from prime posets
of size at most k and k-extended spider compositions; where each of A; B; C; D is
allowed to be of size at most k. The single machine problem of minimizing total
weighted completion time can still be solved in O(n log n) time.
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Proof (sketch). For every poset at the leaves of the decomposition tree of P we can
compute a Lawler-partition in constant time. Given a k-extended Spider composition,
we proceed in basically the same way as described above. Every single IF-clause has
to be replaced by at most k IF-clauses (which makes the procedures rather dicult to
read). For N -extendible posets the complete procedures are given in [10].
4. Conclusion
In graph theory it has been proven useful to control the distribution of induced P4’s
in order to get tractable graph classes for otherwise NP-hard graph problems. Exampli-
ed by the single machine scheduling problem of minimizing total weighted completion
time we have adopted this approach to comparability graphs, thus controlling the dis-
tribution of N ’s. While dealing with a strictly larger class of posets than series{parallel
posets, we could achieve the same running time for this scheduling problem. The inter-
esting question whether this approach based on N -structures leads to a tractable class
of posets with unbounded decomposition width remains open.
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